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The following sources do not necessarily reflect the Center's positions or values. These sources, however, are excellent resources for familiarizing oneself with all sides of the relevant issues.
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Public Policy (General)

- Schermer, M. and Pinxten, Wim, ed. *Ethics, Health Policy, and (Anti-) Aging: Mixed Blessings*. 


**Out of Print**


**Biotechnology & Public Policy**

See Related Materials in the Biotechnology Bibliography.


**End-of-life & Public Policy**


### Genetics & Public Policy

See Related Materials in the Genetic Ethics Bibliography.


### Out of Print

Healthcare & Public Policy

See Related Materials in the Healthcare Bibliography.


Reproductive Ethics & Public Policy

See Related Materials in the Reproductive Ethics Bibliography.


Stem Cell Research & Public Policy

See Related Materials in the Stem Cell Research Bibliography.
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